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The BacklundDarboux transform and its modifications are applied to the
spectral theory of the canonical systems. Several inverse spectral problems and
problems on similarity of Hamiltonians are solved.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The systems
wx(x, *)=*JH(x) w(x, *), H=H* # L1m_m(0, l ),
(1)
J=&J*=&J&1 (w(0, *)=Em=[$kj]mk, j=1)
play an important role both in mathematical analysis and its applications.
Putting
J=_ 0Ep
&Ep
0 & , m=2p, H0, (2)
we obtain canonical systems. These are thoroughly considered (see [14]
and references therein). The sets N(H ) of spectral functions of the canonical
systems were described in [24], the classes of H with the bijective mappings
H  N(H ) were found in [13]. The transformations of Hamiltonians,
corresponding to the additional point spectrum, and related problems were
considered in [3, 5, 6] (the related problem for the SturmLiuville equation
was considered in [5, 6], the canonical systems corresponding to the special
S-nodes were considered in [3]).
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Here we shall consider the BacklundDarboux transformation (BDT)
for the canonical systems. (The BDTs form a special class of transforma-
tions of the coefficients and solutions of the differential equations, that is
a widely used tool in the theory of the integrable nonlinear equations. The
method of the operator identifies (see [3] and references therein) proved to
be fruitful in the researches on the BDT for the systems of the differential
equations with spectral parameter [810, 16].) The transformations of the
Hamiltonians corresponding to the additional point spectrum shall be
obtained in particular. The topic of the exact solutions for the inverse
spectral problem shall be considered (compare with the results of [7]).
A simple modification of the BDT shall allow us to obtain a solution of
the inverse spectral problem formulated in [3]. The spectral theory for the
nonselfadjoint case of system (1) (J=iEm) can be deduced from the con-
siderations of Section 2 also.
2. THE BDT AND THE TRANSFER MATRIX FUNCTION
Let an arbitrary system (1) (H(x)=H*(x)) and n_n matrix A be given.
Then the n_m matrix function 6(x) shall be introduced by the equality
6x=&A6JH (6x=d6dx). (3)
If _(A) & _(A*)=< (_-spectrum), then the operator identity
AS&SA*=6J6* (4)
has a unique solution S(x). By (3), (4) the n_n matrix function S(x)
satisfies the equality
Sx=6JHJ*6*. (5)
In the general case we introduce the S(x) by the equation (5) and the
initial value S(0), that satisifes the conditions
AS(0)&S(0)A*=6(0) J6*(0), S(0)=S*(0). (6)
(The identity (4) follows from (5), (6).) According to the general results on
the BDT and the transfer matrix functions [10, 16], the transfer matrix
function
wA(x, *)=Em&J6*(x) S&1(x)(A&*En)&1 6(x) (7)
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satisfies the equation
(wA(x, *))x=(*JH(x)&q~ 0(x)) wA(x, *)&*wA(x, *) JH(x), (8)
where q~ 0=JHJ6*S&16&J6*S&16JH. (The fact easily follows from
(3)(5).) Putting
w~ (x, *)=v(x, *) w(x, *)v&1(0, *), v(x, *)=w&10 (x) wA(x, *),
(9)
(w0)x=&q~ 0 w0 , w0(0)=Em ,
and taking into account (1), (8), we obtain the result
w~ x(x, *)=*JH (x) w~ (x, *), (10)
H (x)=J*w&10 (x) JH(x) w0(x). (11)
We shall need also the equality [3]
w*A(x, + ) JwA(x, *)=J+(*&+) 6*(x)(A*&+En)&1
_S&1(x)(A&*En)&1 6(x). (12)
From (9), (11), (12) it follows, in particular
w&1A (x, *)=Jw*A(x, * ) J*, w
&1
0 (x)=Jw0*(x) J*,
(13)
v&1(x, *)=Jv*(x, * ) J*;
H =w0*(x) H(x) w0(x). (14)
Theorem 1. Let matix functions w, 6 satisfy (1), (3). Then equalities
(5)(7) define such a transfer matrix function wA , that w~ of the form (9)
satisfies system (10), (14).
Remark 2. Equalities (9), (14) give us the iterated BDT of the solution
w and Hamiltonian H of system (1).
3. CANONICAL SYSTEMS: WEYL FUNCTIONS
We shall demand here conditions (2) and S(0)>0 to hold. Then, taking
into account (5), (9), (12), we get
S(x)>0, iv&1(x, * ) J[v*(x, * )]&1iJ (i(* &*)>0). (15)
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Definition 3. A pair of matrix functions P(*), Q(*), meromorphic in
the upper halfplane is called nonsingular with J-property, if
i[P*(*) Q*(*)] J _P(*)Q(*)&0, (16)
P*(*) P(*)+Q*(*) Q(*)>0.
By virtue of (15), if the pair P, Q satisfies (16), then the pair P , Q of the
form
_PQ &=[v*(l, * )]&1 _
P
Q& (17)
satisfies (16) also. Let us consider now canonical system (1), (2) on the
interval (0, l), supposing for simplicity det H(x){0 almost everywhere. By
N(A) we shall designate the set of functions of the form
,(*)=[A11(*) P(*)+A12(*) Q(*)][A21(*) P(*)+A22(*) Q(*)]&1, (18)
where the pairs P, Q satisfy (16), A(*)=[Akj (*)]2k, j=1=w*(l, * ). It is
easily seen, that Im ,(*)=(i2)(,*(*)&,(*))0 (when i(* &*)>0), i.e.,
the functions ,(*) # N(A) are the Nevanlinna functions. So every ,(*)
defines a unique distribution matrix function {(t) in the representation
,(*)=:*+;+|

&
((t&*)&1&t(1+t2)&1) d{(t) (:0, ;=;*). (19)
According to [4] (see also references therein) the set N(H ) of the spectral
functions of system (1), (2) coincides with the set of the distribution func-
tions for ,(*) # N(A). The functions ,(*) # N(A) are called the Weyl
functions of system (1), (2).
The connections between the spectral functions of systems (1), (2) and
(10), (14) will be formulated in the terms of the sets N(A) and N(A )
(A =w~ *(l, * )). By (9), (17), (18) the matrix function , (*)=[A11(*) P (*)+
A12(*) Q (*)][A21(*) P (*)+A22(*) Q (*)]&1 can be presented in the form
, (*)=[&11(*) ,(*)+&12(*)][&21(*) ,(*)+&22(*)]&1, (20)
where &(*)=[&kj (*)]2k, j=1=[v*(0, * )]
&1. As the pair P , Q satisfies (16),
so , (*) # N(A ).
Theorem 4. If H>0, S(0)>0, ,(*) # N(A), then it is true, that , (*) of
the form (20) belongs to N(A ), i.e., , is a Weyl function of system (10),
(14).
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Formula (20) gives us the transformation of the Weyl function due to the
iterated BDT of system (1), (2).
4. CANONICAL SYSTEMS: TRANSFORMATIONS OF THE POINT
SPECTRUM OF THE SPECTRAL MATRIX FUNCTIONS
Let us consider now the case
A=diag[a1 , ..., an]=A*, ak{aj (k{j ). (21)
According to (9), (13) we have
&(*)=[v*(0, * )]&1=Em&6*(0) S&1(0)(A&*En)&1 6(0)J. (22)
We shall present 6(x) in the block form 6(x)=[81(x) 82(x)], where
81 , 82 are n_p matrix functions with rows designated by 81k , 82k corre-
spondingly. Supposing
6(x)=[81(x) 82(x)], 82(0)=0, S(0)=En , (23)
from (21), (22) we obtain
&11(*)=&22(*)=Ep , &21(*)=0,
(24)
&12(*)= :
n
k=1
8*1k(0) 81k(0)(ak&*).
By virtue of (19), (20), (24) we get:
Theorem 5. Let conditions (21), (23) hold. Then the distribution matrix
function {~ in the Nevanlinna representation of , (*) of the form (20) is defined
through the distribution matrix function { and piecewise constant matrix
function {0 with jumps at the points [ak]:
{~ (t)={(t)+{0(t), {0(ak+0)&{0(ak&0)=8*1k(0) 81k(0). (25)
(The case m=2, SpH=1 was considered earlier in [11].) It is easy to see,
that Theorem 5 provides us with a solution of the inverse spectral problem.
Corollary 6. Let distribution matrix function {~ (t) of the form (25) and
Hamiltonian H(x) of system (1), (2) with a spectral function {(t) be given.
Then {~ (t) is a spectral function of system (10), (14), where w0 is defined by
equalities (9), (21), (23), (3), (5).
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If H(x) is symplectic (i.e., H(x) JH(x)=J ), then by (13), (14) the
Hamiltonian H (x) is symplectic also.
5. INVERSE PROBLEM: ABSOLUTELY CONTINUOUS SPECTRAL
FUNCTION WITH RATIONAL DENSITY
Let now Z(t) be a spectral function of the form
dZ=Zt(t) dt, Zt(t)>0, lim
|t|  
Zt(t)=(1?)Ep , (26)
where Zt is a rational matrix function. (The inverse problem for the case
m=2 was considered earlier in [12].) Then there is the left spectral factor-
ization (see [13, 14]) of ?Zt ,
?Zt(t)=g*(t) g(t), g(t)=Ep+#2*(b&tEn)&1 #1 , (27)
where (27) is a minimal realization of g, _(b+#1#2*)/C&, _(b)/C&(_ is
spectrum, C&=[*: Im *<0]). Putting
T=(1?) |

&
(b*&tEn)&1 #2#2*(b&tEn)&1 dt, A=b+#1#2*, (28)
we get the operator identity
TA&A*T=1J1*, 1=[(i#2&T#1) #2]. (29)
From (28), taking into account, that realization (27) is minimal, we obtain
T>0. So matrix s=T&1 exists and s>0. Let us put now
H=Em , ,=iEp , (30)
S(0)=s, 6(0)=s1. (31)
Then conditions of the Theorem 4 are fulfilled and
, (*)=[i&11(*)+&12(*)][i&21(*)+&22(*)]&1 (32)
is a Weyl function of the system
w~ x=*JH w~ , H =w0*w0 , (33)
(w0)x=&q~ 0w0 , w0(0)=Em . As _(A)/C&, so A&1 exists and, according
to (8), (13), we have
w0(x)=wA(x, 0) Jw*A(0, 0)J*. (34)
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Taking into account
J=iKjK*, K=
1
- 2 _
&Ep
iEp
Ep
iEp& , j=_
Ep
0
0
&Ep& . (35)
from (3), (5), (7), (29)(31) we obtain
wA(x, 0)=Em&J6*(x) S&1(x) A&16(x), S(x)=s+|
x
0
6(t) 6*(t) dt,
6(x)=[e&iAx#^1 eiAx#^2] K*, #^=[#^1 #^2]=[(is#2&#1) s#2]K.
(36)
According to (32) and the StieltjesPerron formula, the function {~ in the
Nevanlinna representation (19) of , has the form
d{~ ={~ t dt, {~ t=(2?i)&1 (, (t)&, *(t))=[&*22(t)&i&*21(t)]&1
_[i&21(t)+&22(t)]&1?. (37)
It is easy to see, that g&1(*)=Ep&#2*(A&*En)&1 #1 . Therefore by (22),
(27), (29), (31), (37) we have
g&1(t)=i&21(t)+&22(t), Zt={~ t . (38)
From (38) and Theorem 4 we obtain the following
Corollary 7. Let an absoluteley continuous function Z(t) of the form
(26) with a rational derivative Zt be given. Then Z(t) is a spectral function
of system (33), where w0(x) is defined by (34)(36), the matrices A, s, #1 , #2
are defined by (27), (28).
Uniting Corollaries 6, 7, we solve an inverse problem for the spectral
functions with rational derivatives and finite amount of jumps.
Remark 8. It is easy to see, that equalities (28), (36), defining s, S(x),
can be simplified: b*s&1&s&1b=2i#2#2*,
S(x)=e&iAxs1eiA*x+eiAxs2e&iA*x, (39)
where
As1&s1 A*=i#^1 #^1*, As2&s2A*=&i#^2 #^2*, (40)
s1+s2=s. (41)
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It would be useful to consider now the connections with [7]. Putting
u=K*w0w~ K and taking into account (35) we transform (33) into an
equivalent form
ux=(*K*w0Jw0*K&K*q~ 0K )u=i(*j+jV )u, (42)
where V=ijK*q~ 0K=i(K*6*S&16Kj&jK*S&16K ). Therefore V can be
presented in the block form
V=_ 0v*
v
0& ,
v=&2i(K*6*S&16K )12 . (43)
The spaces L2{ and L
2(H ) are the spaces of the vector functions with
the scalar products ( f1 , f2){=& f2*(t) d{(t) f1(t) and (g1 , g2)H=
l0 g2*(x) H(x) g1(x) dx correspondingly. The spectral functions { of
system (33) are defined (see [12] and references therein) as distribution
functions for which the operator U1=[0 Ep] l0 w~ *(x, t) H (x) } dx, acts
from L2(H ) into L2{ isometrically. The spectral functions of system (42)
are defined [7] as distribution functions for which the operator U2=
(- 2)&1 [0 Ep] l0 u*(x, t) } dx acts isometrically from L22p(0, l ) into L2{ . As
U2=&iU1 w&10 K and w
&1
0 K acts isometrically from L
2
2p(0, l ) into L
2(H ),
so the spectral functions of systems (33), (42) coincide.
D. Alpay and I. Gohberg [7] have drawn a beautiful formula, that
expresses v(x) through the minimal realization of ?Zt(t). (For the discreet
analogue of this formula see also [15].) They proved, that if condi-
tions (26) are fulfilled and ?Zt(t) has minimal realization ?Zt(t)=
Ep+C(tE2n&A )&1B, ^ is the Riesz projection corresponding to the
eigenvalues of A in C+ , then Z(t) is a spectral function of system (42),
where
v(x)=&2C(^e&ixA_ | Img ^)&1 ^B, (44)
A_=A &BC (45)
(Img means image). According to (27) operators
C=&[#1* #2*], B=_#2#1& , A =_
b*
0
&#2#2*
b & (46)
give us the minimal realization of ?Zt . As AlpayGohberg formula (44)
does not depend on the realization, so we can obtain its another proof
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from (43), (46). Really, taking into account (28), (46), for the smooth
boundary D of the domain D/C+ (D#_(A ) & C+) we get
^=
1
2?i |D (*E2n&A )
&1 d*=_En
i
2
T& . (47)0 0
By virtue of (45), (46), (28), (40) we get also
A_=_ A*#1#1*
0
A& , e&2ixA_=_
e&2ixA*
2i(s1 e&2ixA*&e&2ixAs1)
0
e&2ixA& . (48)
By (47) the image of ^ coincides with the image of [ E n0 ]. From (41), (47),
(48) it follows
^e&2ixA_ | Img ^=T(e&2ixAs1+(T&1&s1) e&2ixA*)
=T(e&2ixAs1+s2e&2ixA*). (49)
According to (36), (39), (46) the right parts of (43), (44) are both equal to
#1*eixA*S&1(x) eixA(2T &1#2+i#1). So (43) yields (44).
6. INVERSE PROBLEM: GENERAL CASE
The problem of obtaining some general results on the similarity of func-
tions JH and JH , for canonical systems with spectral functions { and {~ , was
stated in [3]. The solution of the inverse problem in the class of
Hamiltonians H with JH similar to JH shall be given here. Let us consider
canonical system (1), (2) (H>0) on the interval (0, l ). And let nondecreasing
p_p matrix function {0(t) satisfy the condition
sup
xl "|

&
w(x, t) _ 0Ep& d{0(t)[0 Ep] w*(x, t)"<. (50)
Then operators 6(x),
6f=[0 Ep] w*(x, t) Jf, (51)
belong to the set [Cm, L2{ 0] of bounded operators, acting from C
m into L2{ 0 .
Introducing operators: A, acting in L2{ 0 , S(x) # [L
2
{ 0 , L
2
{ 0], by the equalities
A=t(t),
(52)
S=+[0 Ep] |

&
w*(x, t) Jw(x, u) _ 0Ep& (d{0(u)) (u)(t&u)
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and taking into account that
6*=|

&
J*w(x, t) _ 0Ep& d{0(t) (t), (53)
we obtain the operator identity AS&SA*=6J6*. (The equality
w*(x, t) Jw(x, u)&J=(t&u) x0 w*(r, t) H(r) w(r, u) dr is essential to show,
that (S, ) is defined for  with finite support, S is bounded and SE.)
According to (1), (51), (52) we have (for {0 with finite support)
6x=&t6JH(x)=&A6JH(x). (54)
Equality (54) is similar to (3). Therefore analogously to previous considera-
tions we prove, that equation (8) for wA=Em&J6*S&1(A&*E )&16
is still valid. (The fact is proved at first for {0 , that increase on the finite
interval.) From equalities (1), (8), (51)(53) equalities (10), (14), (15), (20)
and (22) follow. Besides it we have
S(0)=E, 82(0)=6(0) _ 0Ep&=0.
Thus the generalization of Corollary 6 is true.
Theorem 9. Let distribution matrix function {~ ={+{0 and Hamiltonian
H(x) (H(x)>0) of system (1), (2) with spectral matrix function { be given.
Suppose function {0 is non-decreasing and satisfies (50). Then {~ is a spectral
function of system (10), (14), where w0 is defined by equalities (51), (52),
(w0)x=&q~ 0w0 , w0(0)=Em , q~ 0=JHJ6*S&16&J6*S&16JH.
(55)
Putting now
S=&+[0 Ep] |

&
w*(x, t) Jw(x, u)
__ 0Ep& (d{0(u)) (u)(t&u), (56)
we get S(0)=&E. If the condition S(l )<0 is fulfilled, then formula
iv(l, * ) Jv*(l, * )iJ (57)
(instead of formula (15)) is true. From (17), (57) it follows, that if the pair
P , Q satisfies (16), then the pair P, Q satisfies (16) also. Hence, taking into
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account (9), (18), we obtain, that if , (*) is a Weyl function of canonical
system (10), it can be represented in the form (20), where ,(*) is a Weyl
function of canonical system (1). By virtue of (20), (22) and the equalities
S(0)=&E, 82(0)=0, we get
Theorem 10. Let system (1), (2) (H>0) be given. Suppose function {0
is nondecreasing and satisfies (50), S(l )<0. Then spectral functions {~ of
system (10), (14) with w0 defined by (51), (55), (56), can be represented in
the form {~ ={&{0 , where { is a spectral function of system (1), (2).
If the matrix function {(t) is a spectral function of system (1), (2) on
every interval (0, l ) (l<), it is called a spectral function of system (1), (2)
on the halfaxis.
Corollary 11. Let distribution matrix function {~ (t) and system (1),
(2) (H(x)>0) on the halfaxis x # (0, ) be given. Suppose ,(*)=
x< N(A(x, *)), {(t) is the corresponding spectral function of system (1),
(2). Suppose also, that {0={&{~ is nondecreasing and satisfies (50), S(l )<0
( for every l<). Then {~ is the spectral function of system (10), (14) on the
halfaxis (0, ). (Matrix function w0 is defined by equalities (51), (55), (56).)
7. CONCLUSION
The iterated BacklundDarboux transformation proved to be closely
connected with the transfer matrix functions. Its application to the canoni-
cal systems allowed to solve several interesting inverse spectral problems
and problems on the similarity of the Hamiltonians of canonical systems.
(The spectral properties of the BDT and related systems were considered
earlier in the well known works by Flashke, McLaughlin and Walquist (see
[17]). The theme was developed further by Deift, Trubowitz, Gesztesy,
and coauthors ([18] and references therein).) It would be interesting to
apply BDT to the construction of spectral theory for the systems
wx=G(x, *)w with rational dependence G on *.
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